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Design by LucidiPevere  
 
Oko is an elegant lounge chair inspired by the curves of a 
cocoon. The pillowy seat and backrest invite you to sink in, 
while a rigid back panel supports the shape and doubles as 
a decorative element. Sophisticated material combinations, 
including fabric, leather, and wood (for the back panel), 
enhance the design’s versatility.

Oko lends a residential feel to corporate and hospitality 
environments, including lobbies, hotels, and executive suites. 
Oko was designed with sustainability in mind. The seat and 
back cushions are engineered to be easily removed and 
reupholstered, making it easy to keep the chair looking its  
best for years to come. 
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AN ELEGANT LOUNGE CHAIR THAT TAKES INSPIRATION 
FROM THE SOFT CURVES OF A COCOON
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“We were inspired by the soft, protective  
embrace of a cocoon. We wanted to create  
a chair that would offer the same sense of 
comfort and security, while also being  
compact and easy to move around.” 

Paolo Lucidi, LucidiPevere
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Luna
A Stylex Design by Anthony Land

Luna is banquette seating specified by the inch, allowing for 
symmetry and fit in even the most unusually sized spaces. 
Segments range from 25" to 60"; they can be running or stand 
alone, ends open or finished with a half-moon-shaped arm.  
Luna’s rounded edges and generous sit ergonomically  
support the body. The seat’s upholstery and base options 
tailor it to a diversity of office and hospitality environments. 

Designed for seamless integration with Still screens, the Luna 
collection, available with a high or low back, also includes a 
planter and trio of accessory tables. Luna is available with a 
black laminate plinth base or cast aluminum legs in a choice 
of 26 powder coats. Accessories include a tray table, tablet 
arm, and wireless charging tray. 
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BANQUETTE SEATING THAT CAN BE CUSTOMIZED BY  
THE INCH FOR PERFECT SYMMETRY AND FIT
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“With Luna, we took our in-house upholstery  
expertise and created a custom experience in  
a standard product. The result is a banquette  
that is specified by the inch, allowing it to  
seamlessly fit into any size space.” 

Anthony Land, Stylex Design Director
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Ease
Up

Design by Martin Ballendat 

Experience the perfect combination of sustainability, comfort, 
and affordability with Ease Up. Crafted from a single piece 
of high-density polypropylene, this chair boasts a seamless 
design with no visible connection points between its supple 
back, seat pan, and c-shaped legs. Adding a touch of texture 
and contrast, an upholstered seat pad enhances both the 
aesthetics and comfort of the chair.

Practicality is at the forefront of Ease Up’s design. It can  
be ganged and stores compactly, stacking up to twelve  
chairs high and is available with a dolly for convenient 
transport. These features make it an excellent choice for 
cafeterias, conference centers, and any space where 
additional seating may be required. 
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THE IDEAL STACKING CHAIR FOR CONFERENCE ROOMS, 
CAFES, OR OVERFLOW SEATING
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“Ease Up was inspired by our desire to  
create a best-in-class sustainable stacking  
chair for conference settings and cafes  
that is both stylish and affordable.” 

Bruce Golden, Stylex CEO
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A Stylex Design by Brandon Walker

Umo is a collection of solid wood tables that combine geometry and form to 
create sculptural objects that add utility and visual warmth to any space. 

The collection has been expanded to include a coffee table, which complements 
the existing side tables in oak, maple, walnut, and opaque black.

Umo
SCULPTURAL TABLES THAT ADD VISUAL WARMTH TO A SPACE

A Stylex Design by Brandon Walker

Cove lounge chairs are comfortable, visually striking, and functional pieces of 
furniture that are perfect for personal meetings, focused work, or simply relaxing. 

They are available in a low-back and high-back version, and have been  
updated to offer a new 4-leg wood base for both the chair and ottoman.

THE LOUNGE CHAIR THAT OFFERS A PERFECT SPOT TO UNWIND

Cove
2023 LINE EXTENSIONS
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Yoom
A Stylex Design by Anthony Land

The Yoom lounge collection is defined by its soft, simple 
forms and unrestricted configurability. Carefully considered 
proportions and upholstery construction ensure that Yoom 
offers a highly comfortable sit. The pieces’ interplay of 
materials and shapes adds texture and visual sophistication  
to contract settings.

 
The Yoom line extension includes half- and quarter-round 
seating components, two sizes of integrated tables, and a  
new arm width. These additions are available on both  
Yoom and Yoom Soft. Feet can be fitted with plastic glides  
or casters, and power can be integrated into the base for  
a place to plug in. 
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AN ENDLESSLY FLEXIBLE MODULAR LOUNGE COLLECTION 
THAT JUST GOT MORE VERSATILE
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FIND A SALES REPRESENTATIVE
stylexdesign.com/contact/reps

 
PRESS INQUIRIES

stylexdesign.com/presskit-2023

 
SCHEDULE A CET LIVE DESIGN SESSION

stylexdesign.com/resources/schedule

 
FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL

@stylex_design

At Stylex, we are committed 
to making things better by making  
better things. We create enduring 

products that respond to the ways we  
live and work, design solutions for 

intentional and joyful living, and support 
dynamic and social environments  

that will not only make our  
customers’ lives better, but the  

world a better place.

YOOM 

“Yoom is our most flexible modular lounge  
collection so we decided to take it up a notch  
by incorporating curves that not only enhance  
its aesthetic appeal, but also encourage  
more fluid circulation within a space.”   

Anthony Land, Stylex Design Director
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